Explore Any Way You Want

Explore your own school (or any other) to see where graduates live, the organizations they work for, and the types of jobs they’ve had. You can also narrow down by date range, what they studied, what they’re skilled at, and how you’re connected on LinkedIn. Just click on any bar in the Alumni Tool to drill down into specific careers, employers, locations, major, skills, or degree of connection.

There's no better place to launch your career

And we can tell you where people who went to your school are and what they’re up to. Whether you’re a student or recent graduate, the Alumni Tool can help you make academic and career choices based on the actual paths of alumni.

A Career Planning Resource for Students Unlike Any Other

Gathered from the profiles of hundreds of millions of members, LinkedIn’s Alumni Tool lets you explore alumni career paths from more than 23,000 colleges and universities worldwide – and build relationships that can help you along the way.

Explore alumni career paths from more than

23k colleges and universities worldwide
Choosing a college or graduate program?

Use the Alumni Tool to see which schools place graduates in the types of jobs you want. Search for a school you’re interested in, select a relevant field of study, and you’ll get a top 25 list of employers that have hired graduates. Click on the names below that to see the paths they took from school to their current positions.

Planning your academic path?

The Alumni Tool is a great resource for thinking through what to major (or minor) in, and skills and certifications that will help you in the working world. Check out ‘What they studied’ and ‘What they’re skilled at,’ for example. Learn from those who have gone before you.

Starting your job hunt?

Let’s say you have a specific company in mind you’d like to work for. Use the Alumni Tool to find graduates of your school – and with your major – who work there now. Compare their skills to your own and see where you might need to bulk up. Many alumni want to help current students - reach out to them for an insider’s perspective. It’s a great way to get your foot in the door.

Get exploring

Get going at www.linkedin.com/alumni